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 TOPOCAD Reader is a reader to import data from text-files or XML files, which can be created by many other software such
as AutoCAD, CadGIS, Microstation, MicroDraw and many others. .TOPOCAD Writer is a module that reads data from a text-

file and export it to GeoJSON-format, .TOPOCAD Editor is an editor to edit data such as polygons, edges, linestrings,
triangulations and others which are written in GeoJSON-format, .TOPOCAD Planner is a module that plan a route based on a

set of waypoints with road and path distances, .TOPOCAD SketchPlanner is a module that plan a route based on a set of
waypoints with road and path distances and user-defined shape layers, .TOPOCAD Linker is a module that connects geometry
and attributes (i.e. tags) with other geometry and attributes. A. TOPOCAD Linker is used to exchange data between different
formats, especially to be able to read and write data from and to shapefiles, shape-files and GeoJSON. .TOPOCAD Dumper is

used to export data to text-files and XML-files, .TOPOCAD Learner is used to learn data (i.e. using the Topocad Machine
Learning Algorithms) so as to improve the quality of data, especially to detect missing data. Topocad Learner is one of the few

CAD software that use algorithms to detect missing data. It is based on machine learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes,
Maximum Likelihood and Decision Tree. .TOPOCAD Machine Learning Algorithms is a module that learns data, so as to
detect missing data and detect errors in the data. .TOPOCAD Analyzer is used to identify different errors in data such as

duplicates, stray points, bad data (i.e. invalid geometries), overlap, and so on. .TOPOCAD Validator is used to validate data and
remove duplicates, stray points, invalid geometries, and so on. .TOPOCAD Calc is a module that calculate various features of

geometry such as area, length, perimeter, kinks, angles, etc. References Category:Computer-aided design softwareStandish
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